The Investors and Entrepreneurs' MarketPlace
for the Indian Ocean/Africa

ABOUT US

It all began with the meeting of think-alike entrepreneurs based in Mauritius: enthusiastic, from different cultural origins and professional backgrounds. We were brought together around the same observation: the lack of a centralised regional marketplace for investors and entrepreneurs, looking for transactional opportunities, finance and capital-intensive development solutions. This common vision contributed to the creation of InvestPlace.

Visit www.investplace.io
Who can be a member?

ENTREPRENEUR
You want to sell your company, raise funds or find a strategic partner?

Entrust us!

INVESTORS
You want to contribute to the economic development of a booming region, acquire a company or obtain strategic stakeholding in this area?

Join the InvestPlace community!

EXPERT
You are a regional expert, you want to increase your visibility, follow-up and manage quality and promising projects?

Sign up!
INVESTPLACE IS...

- An online, unique and secured marketplace, framed by Mergers & Acquisitions' experts.
- On-going information on the Indian Ocean and Africa.
- A company and investment professional team, 100% dedicated and passionate.
- A charter, a methodology and a label, guarantee of trust and credibility.
- A provision of quality and audited information.
- A sectoral and geographical, carefully selected experts' directory.

If I were to summarize in a few words the service delivered by InvestPlace’s team:
- great professionalism, listening to the client’s needs, honorable code of ethic, proactive, reassuring and good advice

Jean François CAPITTE, Director IREDACWEB.
Join the InvestPlace community on the web and on social networks

Follow InvestPlace's latest news on:

LinkedIn  
Twitter  
Facebook
Our partners

Don't wait anymore
Join the InvestPlace community

Contact us

5 allée des Terminalias
Domaine de Labourdonnais
Mapou, Mauritius

www.investplace.io
contact@investplace.io

+230 266 6783